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-~ SCIENTIFIC AND TBCHNOLOGICAL COOPERATION IN EUROPE was 

the subject-of a wide-ranging debate in the Council of 

Europe arising out of a report presented by r'lr. Lloyd 1 

a British Conservative HP. Nhile deploring the 

fragmentation of effort involved and the paucity of the 

results achieved by partial projects worked out with 

a view to frequently diverging national interests, the 

Assembly gave its backing to the ra:eporteur when he 

stressed that European and international organizations 

for technological cooperation must not hope to carry 

on a peaceful existence unless a watch-dog system is 

set up for supervising their work and convincing public 

opinion of their efficacy. The Assembly asked the 

Committee of European Ministers to ask an independent 

research body to draw up a functional survey of inter

national cooperation in science as a first step towards 

correcting the situation. 

** A TOTAL OF 27 EUROPEAN LABORATORIES are among the 142 to 

which NASA, the American Space Agency, has distributed 

thP 8 kg of lunar material brought back by Apollo 11. 

These European laboratories include 17 in Britain, two in 

Switzerland, seven in Germany and one in Belgium. The 

experiments planned by the eight Community laboratories 

are listed in hNNEX 1. 
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For all further information please apply to the : 
Commission of the European Communities 
Directorate general Press and Information 
Scientific and Technological Information Service 
23, avenue de la Joyeuse Entr6e 
Brussels 4 - Tel. 35 00 40 

or to the : Information Offices of the European Communities. 
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** ELECTRONIC~ RESEARCH AND DEVELOP!JIENT IN TH:S COrJf[vJUNITY 

COUNTRIES AND THB Mi-~.IN NON-COMMUNITY COUi1TRIE§. This 

is the title of a survey carried out by the "Bureau 

d 1 information et de previsions economiques" (BIPE), 

Paris, in collaboration with the 11Studier.grt!ppe fUr 

Systemforschung", Heidelberg, and the "Centra studi 

investmenti sociali 11 , Rome, on behalf of tho Commission 

of the European Com~uniti0s (see Newsletter No. 25). 

A short analysis of the findings of this study will be 

found in ANNEX 2. 

** MR. J~E A. DUBRIDGE, President Nixon 1 s scientific 

adviser, and his principal aides, held discussions in 

Brussels with President Jean Rey, Vice-President Hellwig 

and Commissioner Haferkamp of the Commission of the 

European Communities regarding the possibilities for 

INCREASING SCIENTIFIC COOPERATION between the United 

States and the Community. 

** GREATER COLLABORATION BET,i-EEN THE COW1UNITY' S - -
EDUCATIONAL IN3TITUTI.Q!'i§, and the JOINT RES'Ei.RCH CENTRE 

has been recommended by science lecturers from Belgian, 

French, German and Italian universities and institutes 

who recently took part in a fact-finding visit to the 

Joint Research Centre's Ispra Establishment. 

** One of the major problems posed by the radioactive 

pollution of the environment is the ·PROT:'I:CTICN CF 

NATURAL uiA.T::::R RESOURCES, which makes it a lee.ding 

concern of health protection authorities. Ho1Jever, 

the recent expansion of the nuclear industry entails 

the production of waste whose processing and discharge 

raise two very complicated problems (the difference 

compared with conventional waste lies ~ainly in the 

persistence of radioactivity and the fact that it is 

passed on). 
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Following a series of meetings with 3Xp3rts in the relevant ~} 

disciplines, the Commission of the European Cowmur-ities 

recently publish(;d a book)_et entitled 11 i'rinci.t,Jes et 

methodolcgie generale en vue d'et~blir la capacite 

radiologique limite d'un rescau hydrobiologique" 

("Principles and General Me:thods for Establishing the 

Limiting Radiological Capacity of a Hydrobiologice.l 

System"), which will enable the health authorities ~f the 

six Community countries to adopt a common outlook and thus 

tackle one of the key problems of health protection on a 

coordinated basis. 

"'* THE C0~1HUNITY' S POLICY with regard to nucleur and energy 

matt3rs was the subject of a press conference held in 

Basle on 6 Cctober, on the occasion of the Huclex Fair, 

by Prof-3ssor I1ichaelis, Director-General for Research 

and Technology of the Commission of the Europeq.n Communities. 

flanked by several oth~r senior officials f=om the Commissior, 

Some twenty specie.lized journalists from Community and 

non-Community countries subsequently took part in a tour 

of the Karlsruhe Establishment of the Joint Research Centre, 

where they were shown over the Institute for Transuranium 

ElE::ments. 

"'* The European physicists who gathered at the Joint Re3earch 

Centre's Ispra Establishment for an exchange of vi6WS on 

the SCRA. PULSE R:E::f_CTOR project (see Newsletter No. 27) 

felt unsnimously that as a tool for the invP.stigation of 

condensed statos this reactor (average power 1 MW, pulse 
I • 15 2 

time 50 1usec, pulse frequency 50 per sec, flux 10 n/cm /ser. 

can be favourably compared to the IBR-2 reactor, whose 

construction at Dubna 1 USSR, was recently decided on, or 

the accelerator proposed for the Los Alamos laboratories . 
in the UZA. 
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** The Comnisoion of the EurnpeRn Communities recently 

informed the Council of Ministers of the outcowe of 

the negoti~tions thnt it had conducted with a view to 

the extension, for the fourth time, of the Dragon 

Agreement for a further three-year period (from 1 April 

1970 to 31 ~larch 1973). This Agree1neht, .irawn up in 

April 1959 by 12 Member States of the OECD's European 

Nuclear Energy Agency, including the six Community 

countries, covered the construction (completed in 1964) 
and operat_ion on a joint basis of an cxp·:::rimental 20 MWth 

high-temperature gas-cooled reactor sited at ~Unfrith, 
England. This further extension will bring the total 

contributions of the p3rties to the Agreement since the 

start of the jvint programrr.e to £37,935~000, of which 

Euratom has provided about 43%• 

** Italian industri'llists, members of the Italian Nuclear 

Energy Forum, and representatives of public nuclear 

research bodies met at th_e Joint Research Centre's 

Ispra Establishment to review the possibilities for 

increased QOLLABORf.TION BETiN'EEN INDUSTRY AND THE ISPRA 

ESTABLISHMBNT. 

** Problems relating to PLUTONIUM RECYCLING IN TH~PM~L 
REACTORS will form the subject of an exchan5e of views 

at a colloquium to be held by the Commission of the 

European Communities in Brussels and ~t Mol Nuclear 

Research_Centre on 13 and 14 October 1969$ 

** A EUROFELN SOCIETY OF NUCLEAR f.'iETIIODS IN AGRICULTTJRE 

(ESNA) has just been found~d. The prime movers in this 

were the Technische Universitat nannover, Germany, and 

the Instituut vcor Toepassing van Atoomenergie in de 

La.ndbouw, Wageningen. The mGmbors of ESNA include the 

main laboratories concerned in both Eastern and Western 

Europe; the aim of the nevJ orga::1ization is to foster 

cooperation between research workers and fir~s with a 
I .. , .. 
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view to better coordination in the use of nuclear 

techniques in all aspects of the production •and 

processing of vegetn.blc and animal produce. 
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Research carried out by Laboratories in Community 

countried which received lunar specimens 

Res'3aroh Worker Institution Subject of Quantity of lunar 

experiment material (g) 

w. van Engelhardt University of ~aneralofSy of shock 21 

Ti.ibingen and metamorphism 

il. Herr University of De·i;ermination of 5 

Cologne Mn53 content 

H. Ilintenberger Max Planck Determination of 15 

Institute, rare gas content 

Mainz 

J. Jedwnb Univet-site Determination of 10 

Libre, the nature and 

Brussels composition of 

magne"';itcs 

P. Pamdohr Max Planck Opaque mineralogy 12 

Institute, 

Heidelberg 

H~ vlanke Max Planck Determination of 200 

Inatitutc, nuclides generated 

Mainz by cosmic rays 

H. Wanke Nax Planck Min.or and major 207 

Institute, elements 

i"'ainz. 

J. Zohrin;ser Max Planck Effects of sol<':tr 17 

Institute, wind 

Heidelberg 
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A Strategy for the Eiu:::-opean Electron·:tcs Industry 

The gap betwetin Zurope and the United States ~n the elec

tronics sector has its roots not only in research but rather, 

and in particular, jn the structure of the industry anC:. its 

markets. If each of the Community countries wishes to develop 

its industry along purely national lines 1 hwerican firws will 

inevitably take over complete control of Europe's electronics 

industry sooner or later. 

This pessimistic·forecast was made by a group of three 

research teams (French, Germ1m and Italian) which the Comr:1ission 

of the Buropean Communities asked to carry out a stuC:.y, du6 to 

be -published shor·tly. The report, which is a logical follow-up 

to the study on Am~rican investment in the el~ctronics industry 

(see Newsletter No. 25), ~nalyses and compares the structure of 

the electronics industries in the Community and certain non-member 

countries, stressing the research and developm~nt aspects and 

drawing conclusions as to possible strategies. 

A comparison of the turr..overs of the different companies 

reveals the absolute predominance of the American industry over 

its rivals, be they European (five to one), British (11 to one) 

or Japanese (13 to one) and points up a revival of the consumer 

durables sector in the USA since the introduction of colour 

t8levision, a trend that has not yet appeared in the other 

countries, where the market represented by the general public 

is far from saturated. 

Another finding is that the degree of concentration in the 

electronics industry is inversely proportional to the size of 

the market. Thus, in 1965 the four largest groups in the USA 

accounted for only 25% of output, compared with more·than 4~fo in the 

EEC and almost 6~fo in Japan. 

It was also found that, within the electronics field, only 

small-American firms had a highly specialized product r'3.ngc, but 

these "small" firms had a turnover eight· to ten tir.:es that of 

their counterparts in the different countries of Europe. In fact, 

specialization is only possible if the market is large enough. 
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Outlets, and particularly orcl.ers fur hardware placed by 

public bodies, are therefore seen to be the dominant factor. 

This being the cese, and since the Community countries cannot 

:.~esort to artificinl methods such as the United States 1 military 

:.:.u ::::pace :prograrr.mes, e:.n ~greement should be re:lched between 

governments to give pref.,rence to EUl'Opean manufucturers in the 

placing of orders by public bodies for equipment which is at present 

imported. 

Research and Dovelopment in Electronica Industries in 1965 

-----~---------------·---------------~--------·-------------------------

Public Private 
sector sector 

Financing (millions of US dollar8 ~ 

Public sector 

Total Direct Indirect 
Private 

Total secto!' 
---~---.._·------------------------------· 

FrC-11ce 82e0 175.4 257.4 82 .. 0 55.4 137-4 120.0 
Germany 57.0 155.0 212.0 57.0 30.0 87.0 125QO 
Itc..ly 5.0 22.4 27.4 5.0 1.1 6.1 21.3 
Belgium o.B 9.9 10.7 9.9 0.1 0.9 9.8 
Netherlands 1.0 34.0 35.0 1 • 0 0.2 1.2 33o8 

Total, 

CorJmun it y: 145.8 396.7 542.5 1u5.8 86.8 232.6 309.9 
-------

United States 950.0 4,050.0 5,000.0 950.0 3.300.0 4,250.0 750.0 
Japan 52.9 93·.2 146.1 52.9 1 .. l~ 54.3 91.8 
l"ni ted King:loro 84.0 197.0 281.0 84.0 94.0 1?8.0 103.0 

The ~roportion of research and development carrieq out in the 

p:;.~ivate sector of the electronics industry can be seen to be 737& in 

the Community and 81% in the United States, but the proportion 

f:i.n.wced by public funds is 16 and 66'~ respectively. 

As a result American firms can afford to spend a relatively 

sn:aller proportion of their tUl·nover on research and development 

than thei~ European competitors (3.5 compared with 7.1%). Here 

ag~in, however, the effects cf size are felt and the amount of money 

put up by P.m.::rican firms exceeds the combined total for private firms 

a.rd r;ublic authorities in the Community ($750 million compared with 

$542.5 million) .. 
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Proceeding from this analysis the study goes on to cunsider 

the various strategies open to European firms. Ha,,tins rej,;,cted 

the development of foreign techniques - the "Japanese" approach -

which is politically dangerous, and the policy of "market gaps", 

which tends to concentrate efforts on a particular area while 

abandoning others, the report finds that most large European firms 

have adopted what is known as the "controlled gap11 policy and strivev 
I 

with the aid of multidisciplinary research centres, to keep up with 

technological progress. 

While this strategy prevents the gap from widening, however, 

it can hardly close it. Herein lies the explanation for govern

ments t~nding increasingly to intervene directly in the illdu3trial 

sector. What happened in the particularly sensitive field of data 

processing is now being extended to the components field. However, 

while rationalization ~oves leading to the establishment of 

publicly-backed national groups may enable heavy research costs to 

be borne, such an approach may also seriously hamper the formulation 

of a common policy by the Member States which would ultimately 

result in the reCJrg.c.nization of the Community's electronics 

industry. 

In the absence of such a common policy the Community countries 

would with the passage of time be condemned to allow the complete 

ccntrol of an industry which is universally recognized as being of 

fundamental importancG to pass into American hands. 
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